Stay Curious
Inspire and nurture the natural curiosity of K-5 students. Video-based, hands-on core
and mini lessons, driven by questions from real students, make science easy to teach,
fun to learn, and memorable for all.

Get Started with Mystery Science
Contact Discovery Education Today

1.800.323.9084
EducationPartnerships@discoveryed.com

Make Teaching Science Easy
Open-and-go lessons maximize instructional time.
Integrate science into your classroom schedule with quick
5- and 15-minute mini lessons that require minimal
planning time and content area expertise. Dive deeper
with core NGSS-aligned lessons that extend learning with
additional activities, assessments, and a further Anchor
Layer.

Make Learning Science Fun
Each video-based lesson begins with
a mystery to solve. Embark upon an
investigation with the first big clue,
guided by questions that provoke
thinking and discussion. Gather visual
evidence to record and analyze. Solve
the mystery with imaginative hands-on
investigations that cultivate science
and engineering practices and inspire
a love of science.

Easier Yet!
Add Mystery Packs to make prepping even
easier. These grade-level supply kits provide
materials that support the hands-on activities
in each unit, organized by lesson.
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Make Science Memorable
Lessons are driven by questions from real children who
are full of natural curiosity and wonder about the world
around them. Each video tells a story through layers of
questions and explanations with real-world phenomena,
all of which paint a picture for students that is relatable,
age-appropriate, inclusive, and leaves them with a profound
new perspective.

Support Distance and Hybrid Learning
The online lessons are a natural fit for distance
learning. Access from a collection of ready-to-use,
no-prep, mini, and hands-on lessons that are ideal
for remote and hybrid environments. Share lessons
through Learning Management Systems (LMS) and
stay connected to students wherever learning is
taking place.
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Reach All Learners through Relevant, Real-World Experiences
Discovery Education is committed to helping educators create equitable, engaging learning experiences. Built around
the amazing content we’re known for, our K-12 learning platform provides useful teaching and assessment tools that give
educators innovative ways to use our content every day, save time on tasks, and connect with each other for inspiration.
With Discovery Education, educators can expect:
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High-quality content
sourced and curated for
educators and designed
to engage all learners
across grades, subjects,
and topics of interest

Embedded instructional
support and ready-to-use
lessons paired with our
content and resources

Subscription-based
access to robust
curriculum programs,
like Mystery Science
and Techbooks

Professional learning
resources and tools,
including access to a
global community of
educators to share ideas
and best practices

All of these integrate into your classroom infrastructure to ensure safe, secure, and uninterrupted learning for every
student, in any environment.

Are You Curious?
Uncover your first clue!
Contact your Partnership Manager to get started with Mystery Science today!
EducationPartnerships@discoveryed.com | 1.800.323.9084

